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MACHINE LEARNING
• ML is the tool used for large-scale data processing and is 

well suited for complex datasets with huge numbers of 
variables and features (patterns and regularities), 
especially for deep learning neural networks (NNs).

• The Universal Theorem: any function can be approximated 
by a neural network with at least one hidden layer.

• For a long time, given this theorem and the difficulty in 
complex networks, people have restricted themselves to 
shallow networks with only one hidden layer.

• Recently, people have realized that deeper, more complex 
networks with many hidden layers can “understand” higher 
levels of abstraction than shallow layers.
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RESURGENCE OF NN
• NNs became popular and then forgotten for a while.
• They have resurged in the last decade partly due to:

• faster computers, with the use of GPUs versus the 
traditional use of CPUs,

• better, deeper algorithms and NN designs, and 
• increasingly large datasets.
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COMMON NN TYPES
• Dense neutral network (DNN): a network with standard 

fully-connected feed-forward layers that take flattened 
vectors as the input, prototypical for most tasks; 
sometimes also called multi-layer perceptron (MLP).

• Convolutional neural network (CNN)*: a network with 
special layers that filter data, suitable for computer vision. 
➠ ideal for jet image recognition task in collider physics

• Recurrent neural network (RNN): a network that deals with 
sequences of variable length by defining a recurrence 
relation over these sequences, suitable for natural 
language processing and speech recognition tasks. 
 
*Some evidence shows that neurons in CNNs are organized in a way 
similar to biological cells in the visual cortex of the human brain.
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MOTIVATIONS
• Weak boson scatterings at high energy provide a direct 

probe of the EWSB mechanism.
• New physics particles, such as Z’, W’,or heavy Higgs, 

often decay to weak bosons.
• Such weak bosons are generally highly boosted and, 

when decaying hadronically, form one collimated jet.
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MOTIVATIONS
• A lot of effort has been devoted to the important problem 

of tagging boosted resonances (i.e., identification or 
classification) through the understanding of jet  
substructure (how energy is  
distributed within the jet).

• Besides usual QCD jets (lighter quarks and gluons), the 
LHC produces new classes of jets with collimated prongs, 
derived from boosted W, Z, t-quark, or Higgs boson.

• Recently, there is enormous interest in the application of 
modern deep learning techniques to boosted resonance 
tagging because they can automate the process of feature 
engineering from high-dimensional, low-level inputs (e.g., 
jet constituents).
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OUR TAGGERS AND
THEIR PERFORMANCES
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SAMPLE PREPARATION
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• Simulations:
parton-level processes

➠ MG5 aMC@NLOv2.6.1

showering and hadronization*
➠ PYTHIA 8.2.19

detector simulation
➠ DELPHES 3.4.1 w/ CMS card

jet reconstruction
➠ FastJet 3.1.3

*A dataset based on HERWIG showering 
and hadronization is also generated for 
the purpose of checking the reliability of 
our jet-tagging results. 

• Jet selection: 
 
 

• Sample sizes: 
 
 
 
 
 

pT 2 (350, 450) GeV, |⌘|  1
Jet sample jets with anti-kT and R = 0.7

V -V merging : �R(V1, V2) < 0.6
V -jet matching : �R(V, j) < 0.1

mH = 800 GeV

Jet sample size
Training set Validation set Testing set

W+ 169.2k 18.8k 38k
W� 178.2k 19.8k 40k
Z 157.5k 17.5k 35k
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90% / 10%

This is how theorists generate 
large datasets for ML analyses.
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HIGHER-LEVEL INPUTS
• Traditional analyses make use of higher-level observables: 
 
 
 
 
where  denotes a jet,  runs over jet constituents (tracks) 
with  MeV,  is the integer charge of constituent  
in units of proton charge, and  is a free parameter.

•  is computed in this -weighted scheme in the hope of 
minimizing mis-measurements from low-  particles.

J i
pT > 500 qi i

κ
Qκ pT

pT
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HIGHER-LEVEL INPUTS
• Traditional analyses make use of higher-level observables: 
 
 
 

• The broader widths in the  
mass distribution originate  
from a combination of  
showering, hadronization,  
jet clustering and detector  
effects. 
➠ no clear boundary 
➠ unable to distinguish  
    W+/W−
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HIGHER-LEVEL INPUTS
• Traditional analyses make use of higher-level observables: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The separation is not well and depends on the choices of 
weight factor κ, jet cone size R, etc.
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REFERENCE TAGGERS
• For the ternary (W+/W−/Z) classification task, the reference 

taggers can be visualized as follows: 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JET IMAGES AND CHANNELS
• Deep learning taggers studied in our work are based on jet 

images, utilizing lower-level inputs and processed by 
CNNs.

• Jet images are made from jets reconstructed in a box of 
∆η = ∆φ = 1.6 (central region) with 75 × 75 pixels. 
➠ a resolution consistent with that of the CMS ECal

• The input variables or channels are  and  per pixel. 
 

➠ now the sum  is done within each pixel

Qκ pT

∑
i∈J
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LOWER-LEVEL INPUTS
• Preprocess each image, involving centralization, rotation 

and flipping (➠ jet with larger  is on  axis).
•  channel: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• W− average jet image is basically identical to that of W+.
• Z average jet image has a wider distribution in ΔR than W 

jets, as expected from its larger invariant mass.

pT +η′�
pT
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LOWER-LEVEL INPUTS
• Preprocess each image, involving centralization, rotation 

and flipping (➠ jet with larger  is on  axis).
•  channel: 
 
 
 
 
 

• The average Z jet charge image is close to zero as the 
constituent charges in different events tend to cancel out. 

pT +η′�
Qκ
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OUR CNN TAGGERS

19

activated to enable  
a deeper network

set to prevent overfitting

- a deeper Qκ network tends to overfit W+/W−

- a deeper pT network helps identifying Z

using Keras library with TensorFlow backend

Input Image (75⇥ 75) pixels within (|⌘|  0.8, |�|  0.8)
Neural Network CNN CNN

2

Channels pT , Q pT Q

Architecture BN-32C6-MP2-128C4- BN-32C3-32C3-MP2- BN-32C3-32C3-MP2-

MP2-256C6-MP2-512N- 64C3-MP2-64C3-MP2- 64C4-64C4-MP2-256C6-

512N 64C3-64C3-128C5-256C5- MP2-256N

256N-256N

Settings Relu Activation, Padding=same, Dropout = 0.5, l2 Regularizer = 0.01

Preprocessing Centralization, Rotation, Flipping
Training Adam Optimizer, Minibatchsize=512, Cross entropy loss

two architectures
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W/W+ CLASSIFICATION
• Only the Qκ distribution is useful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Qualitatively different κ dependence for cut-based taggers, 
while similar between CNNs.

• CNN is slightly better than CNN2.
• CNNs have a smaller optimal κ. 
➠ κ = 0.3 for the single-κ BDT taggers, and  
    κ = 0.15 for our CNN taggers

20

performance as a function of κ
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W/W+ CLASSIFICATION
• Performance metrics for all taggers,  

except for the single-κ BDT, which is  
the same as the cut-based one.
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background rejection rate 
at a 50% signal efficiency  
working point, (1/εb)|εs=50%.

Area under ROC curve

best accuracy

R50 AUC ACC
cut-based 16.1372 0.8600 0.7811

multi- BDT 16.0960 0.8615 0.7820
CNN 21.9559 0.8855 0.8042
CNN2 20.5057 0.8800 0.8000
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no gain from CNN2
30-40% (36% for R50)  
improvement in  
bkgnd rejection rate
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Z/W+ CLASSIFICATION

22

R50 AUC ACC
cut-based 9.9590 0.8118 0.7705

single- BDT 14.1638 0.8608 0.7875
multi- BDT 14.2383 0.8611 0.7880

CNN 40.4205 0.9091 0.8345
CNN2 52.6028 0.9206 0.8452

<latexit sha1_base64="Sb8zk9G0uwaEhXwbzOsJO9s35/w=">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</latexit>

R50 improved by a 
factor of ∼ 2.85 from 
BDT to CNN !!!

CNN2 outperforms CNN

With or without Q:
In a wide range of working points, 
our CNN taggers enjoy a ~30% 
gain in the background rejection 
rate by incorporating Qκ.
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W+/W/Z CLASSIFICATION
• We compare the performance of the ternary taggers 

according to two metrics: 
(a) their overall accuracy 
 
 
and  
(b) a “one-against-all” metric 

one class as “signal” ⬌ all the rest as “background”

23

number of correct predictions

total number of instances
<latexit sha1_base64="Kc4/CKQNqEce2MtQZbiCLJmwgf4=">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</latexit>
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W OR Z VERSUS THE REST
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overall signal: W� signal: Z
ACC R50 AUC ACC R50 AUC ACC

cut-based 0.6581 8.0262 0.7893 0.7643 10.0882 0.8233 0.7839
single- BDT 0.6667 12.5230 0.8339 0.7576 11.0726 0.8363 0.7725
multi- BDT 0.6675 12.7115 0.8348 0.7579 11.0678 0.8366 0.7726

CNN 0.7197 17.3403 0.8715 0.7890 32.8981 0.8936 0.8170
CNN2 0.7318 19.0907 0.8764 0.7950 42.1927 0.9088 0.8334

<latexit sha1_base64="yLgePgej4E443klJ/5vEeQh/R6I=">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</latexit>

W− as signal Z as signal

smaller improvement 
from CNN to CNN2

bigger improvement
from CNN to CNN2
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CNN CNN2

PHASE TRANSITION IN DL
• A “phase transition” in the CNN architecture for W± 

samples around 25th epoch during training, but not CNN2.
• The CNN tends to first learn characteristics of the Z 

sample, and then those of the W sample later.
• It is possible that the CNN2 learns so fast that the 

performance in all classes saturates within one epoch.

25
learning curves



SEARCHES FOR  
CHARGED BOSONS
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MOTIVATIONS
• Since the discovery of W boson through the eν decay 

channel in 1983, searches for W’ and other charged 
bosonic resonances have continued. 

• At LHC, the light leptonic channels are more favorable. 
➠ hope to use these decay modes to determine mass, 
width, spin, and couplings to SM fermions

27
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AMBIGUITIES AT LHC
• Unknown initial state: To study the Lorentz structure of a 

charged-current interaction by examining the angular 
distribution of , we need to define a forward direction, 
e.g., in the  (not ) direction.  However, LHC is a 
symmetric machine.

• Missing longitudinal momentum: Since the colliding 
partons typically have a boosted c.m. frame, we need to 
identify the missing longitudinal momentum of the neutrino 
to correctly determine the distribution in .  From 
kinematics, the longitudinal momentum can be solved 
from a quadratic equation assuming an on-shell mediating 
boson, but there is no event-by-event information to 
determine which of the two quadratic solutions is correct.

ℓ±

q q

cos θCM

28
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CLASSES OF INTERACTIONS
• Vector/axial (VA): This class corresponds to a  with

 or  fermionic couplings.
• Chiral (CH): This class corresponds to a  with 

 or  fermionic couplings.
• Scalar (SC): This class corresponds to an  with  or 

 Yukawa couplings. 

• For a symmetric machine like LHC, we still cannot 
distinguish interactions with and without .*

*Interference between a W’ and the SM W could in principle break this 
degeneracy, yet such effects are found to be negligible for the TeV-
mass bosons considered in this study.

W′�
W′�μψ̄γμχ W′�μψ̄γμγ5χ

W′�
W′�μψ̄γμ (1 − γ5) χ W′ �μψ̄γμ (1 + γ5) χ

H± Hψ̄χ
Hψ̄γ5χ

γ5
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OUR GOAL
• We explore deep-learning-based approaches to tackle the 

problem of determining the spin and interaction type of a 
heavy charged boson through its leptonic decay channels. 

• The above-mentioned ambiguities make event-by-event 
reconstruction by a NN also challenging, but classification 
based on a collection of events can still have significant 
distinguishing power. 

• Two ways to input this collection of events: 
(a) simply feed them into the NN event by event as an 
array, or 
(b) combine a number of events and form a 2D histogram 
of a selected pair of variables as the input.
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OUR NN MODELS
• Consider three NN models in this analysis:
• FNNi: trained upon the kinematic information of individual 

events — a fully connected neural network.
• FNNh: trained upon flattened 2D histograms made from 

pairs of kinematic observables of a number of events.
• CNN: trained upon the 2D histograms mentioned above. 

• Prepared  0.3M samples for each NP classes and SM.
• Will compare their performance in classifying different 

types of charged bosons and interactions.

≈
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OUR TAGGERS AND  
THEIR PERFORMANCES
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ASSUMED ENVIRONMENT
• Assume 14-TeV HL-LHC, with .
• Beyond the signal-only hypothesis testing, also include the 

SM W background.
• Investigate scenarios of different S/B ratios.
• Study only the  channel, though the method can also be 

applied to  and improve the NN efficiency.
• Assume that the coupling strength and structure are 

universal to all generations in both quark and lepton 
sectors (even for ).

• To satisfy current bounds and to expect a  discovery in 
the HL-LHC era, the boson mass has to be  TeV.  
➠ will focus on 4.5 TeV (also explore 6 TeV)

L = 3 ab−1

eν
μν

H±

5σ
≥ 4.5

33
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0-JET SAMPLES
• Assume  TeV,  GeV.
• Within selected phase space, expected 

number of SM 0-jet events is 

• (a)  distribution; (b)  distribution; 
(c) averaged image in -  plane.

• VA and CH are basically identical in , but 
very different in . 
➠ their difference in  in bottom plot is 
due to the  cut and normalization.

M = 4.5 ΓNP ≃ 200

pe
T ηe

ηe pe
T

pe
T

ηe

pe
T

ηe
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B. One-jet samples

The one-jet samples include those events that have a
leading jet with pj

T > 30 GeV and are a subset of the zero-
jet samples. Such events take up roughly 83% of all NP
samples and 69% of the SM samples. For these samples, we
ignore any subleading jet information. Therefore, the SM
one-jet event numbers within this phase space are given by

B1 ¼ σB1
× L ≈

!
58 for 4.5 TeV;

4 for 6 TeV:
ð8Þ

Hence, the corresponding S1=B1 are scaled up from S0=B0

by a factor of 0.83=0.69 ≃ 1.2. For the convenience of an
easy comparison with the zero-jet analysis, we will still
label the signal-to-background ratio of one-jet samples by

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 1. (a) pe
T , (c) η

e, and (e) pe
T vs η

e distributions for the 4.5 TeV zero-jet samples with ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV, and (b) pe
T , (d) η

e, and (f) pe
T

vs ηe distributions for the 6 TeV zero-jet samples with ΓNP ≈ 300 GeV. In plots (a), (b), (c), and (d) VA is depicted in red, CH in green,
SC in blue, and SM in black. In plots (e) and (f) the color scale range goes from 0 to the maximum entry among all four classes, with the
warmer/colder regions denoting more/fewer entries. The same color scheme is applied to all of the following figures. All of the
distributions are normalized to unity.

DISTINGUISHING W0 SIGNALS AT HADRON COLLIDERS … PHYS. REV. D 103, 036016 (2021)
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1-JET SAMPLES
• Within selected phase space, expected number of SM 1-

jet events (including contributions from 0-jet samples) is 

• More kinematic variables: , , , , ,      ,            , 
and            , where last three being derived observables.

• Form “RGB” histograms by picking three pairs of them, 
according to physical relationship, principal component 
analysis, etc

pe
T ηe pj

T η j Δϕej
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B1 = �B1 ⇥ L ⇡ 58

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 3. Distributions of the kinematic observables (a) pe
T , (b) η

e, (c) pj
T , (d) η

j, (e) =ET , (f) Δϕej, (g) Δϕe=ET
, and (h) Δϕj=ET

for one-jet
samples of mass 4.5 TeV and ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV.

DISTINGUISHING W0 SIGNALS AT HADRON COLLIDERS … PHYS. REV. D 103, 036016 (2021)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 3. Distributions of the kinematic observables (a) pe
T , (b) η

e, (c) pj
T , (d) η

j, (e) =ET , (f) Δϕej, (g) Δϕe=ET
, and (h) Δϕj=ET

for one-jet
samples of mass 4.5 TeV and ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV.

DISTINGUISHING W0 SIGNALS AT HADRON COLLIDERS … PHYS. REV. D 103, 036016 (2021)
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OUR NNS

36
information can distinguish the signal hypotheses. We first
present the CNN, FNNh, and FNNi training outcomes of
4.5 TeV resonances with a width of 200 GeVand of 6 TeV
resonances with a width of 300 GeV in Fig. 5. In the shaded
regions in the figures, we denote two regions of S=B: one
where HL-LHC will not achieve a 5σ excess, and one that
violates the current constraint from ATLAS [8]. For
4.5 TeV resonances, all of the NNs can already start to
distinguish the signal scenarios when S=B≳ 0.4 and
steadily improve with higher signal purities. At the 5σ
discovery level, which corresponds to S=B ¼ 0.6 in this
case, both CNN and FNNh can distinguish with AUCs over
0.7 for all three classes, while FNNi just barely reaches this
value for the SC class. Also, FNNh is always the best in
terms of the identification of VA and SC classes. On the
other hand, for 6 TeV resonances the differences among
the three neural networks are milder, with FNNh still
performing the best. For the 6 TeV plots, a 5σ discovery
level requires S=B ¼ 2.5, where the FNNh can reach AUCs
≥ 0.65 for all three classes, while at the current 95% C.L.
limit S=B ¼ 5.5, it can reach AUCs of around 0.75. Note
that the CH class is always the easiest to identify, while VA
and SC are more difficult. Moreover, even though the valid
S=B values for 6 TeV resonances are much higher than
those for 4.5 TeV resonances, the corresponding AUCs are
significantly lower, suggesting that event statistics can be
more critical than signal purity for this method. Note,
however (as pointed out in Ref. [48]) that from a statistical
point of view there should be no general superiority of
FNNh over FNNi. One major reason for and benefit of
using the FNNh approach is to enable the simplification

of the model structure and training procedures. Hence, even
though we identify FNNh as the best approach in our study,
this fact is based upon the specific simple designs of our
NN models. This argument also holds in the one-jet study.
Since FNNh gives the best results of the three or

comparable results to the other two in all scenarios, we
further present the results for 4.5 TeV resonances with
ΓNP ≈ 500 and 50 GeV using FNNh in Fig. 6. For all three
different ΓNP samples, the AUCs are roughly consistent
with one another, suggesting that the boson width infor-
mation does not affect the NN performance very much.
This is believed to be mainly due to the fact that only the pT
distribution is changed by the width, only making it harder
to distinguish betweenW0 and the H 0 hypotheses. Thus, we
will focus exclusively on the samples of ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV
for 4.5 TeV resonances in what follows.
To give a more interpretable metric, we now present the

“accuracies” (ACCs) of our FNNh. The ACC here (and in
the one-jet case below) is to be understood as the classwise
true positive rate. For this, we associate each testing
histogram to the class for which it gets the highest score,
and then calculate the true positive rate for each class. We
also calculate the average ACC curves, defined as the
global true positive rate. Notice that although the average
ACC curves [as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)] are stably
improving, the classwise ACCs are rather unstable. This is
mainly due to model biases. When evaluating the ACCs we
only pick the best class score of each event, and thus the
relation between different class scores is in some sense
ignored. Unlike the AUCs which are evaluated using a
sliding threshold, the ACCs are therefore more sensitive
to model biases. Thus, to improve the stability we further
apply a tenfold cross validation (CV) to better address this
issue, with the results shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d). As
expected, CV helps to stabilize the classwise accuracies and
does not significantly alter the average. For the sake of
comparison, we also show in Fig. 8 the AUCs after
applying the tenfold CV. Notice that the resulting AUCs
are only at most 2% and the ACCs at most 3% better than
those without the CV, meaning that it does not matter much
in the zero-jet case. However, the CV does a nice job of
stabilizing both the 4.5 and 6 TeV testing performance.
Focusing once more on the average ACCs with the CV

applied, we find that the ACCs for 4.5 TeV resonances are
all above 0.6, and can reach 0.75 at S=B ¼ 1.2; on the other
hand, the ACCs for 6 TeV resonances are around 0.5 for
S=B≲ 2.5, and can reach almost 0.6 at S=B ¼ 6.0. All of
these numbers improve significantly compared to a random
guess with ACC ¼ 0.33. Even though the ACC metric is
more interpretable, wewill continue to focus on the AUC as
a more conventional metric to compare the performance of
our classifiers.
Finally for FNNh, we analyze the confidence level at

which it can rule out alternative hypotheses. For this, we
split the ternary scores and analyze the following three

TABLE V. Zero-jet and one-jet CNN structure specifications.

Zero jet One jet

Input 60 × 60 images
pe
T vs ηe RGB colors: pe

T vs ηe,
pe
T vs =ET , pe

T vs Δϕej

Layers batch normalization layer
convolutional 2D layer: 3-32a

max pooling 2D layer: 2-2b

convolutional 2D layer: 3-32
max pooling 2D layer: 2-2

flatten layer
dense layer: 128
dense layer: 64

Layer settings hidden layer activation ¼ relu
output layer activation ¼ softmax

Compilation loss ¼ categorical crossentropy
optimizer ¼ adam

metric ¼ accuracy
aThis means that the filter kernel dimension is 3 × 3, and that

there are 32 nodes in the convolutional layer.
bThis means that the max pooling kernel dimension is 2 × 2,

and that each stride is 2 pixels.

CHANG, CHEN, and CHIANG PHYS. REV. D 103, 036016 (2021)
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best performance. We refer some more technical details of
FNNh training to the Appendix. For the one-jet samples,
we further investigate the importance of individual kin-
ematic observable pairs.

A. Zero-jet results

Since we only make use of electron information of the
zero-jet samples, ignoring the jet information, the analysis
in this section will determine how well the visible electron

TABLE III. Zero-jet and one-jet FNNi structure specifications.

Zero jet One jet

Input pe
T; η

e;ϕe pe
T; η

e; pj
T; η

j

=ET;Δϕej;Δϕe=ET
;Δϕj=ET

Layers batch normalization layer
dense layer: 256a

dense layer: 256

Layer settings hidden layer activation ¼ relu
output layer activation ¼ softmax

Compilation loss ¼ categorical crossentropy
optimizer ¼ adam [47]
metric ¼ accuracy

aThis means that there are 256 nodes in the dense layer.

TABLE IV. Zero-jet and one-jet FNNh structure specifications.

Zero jet One jet

Input Flattened 60 × 60 images
pe
T vs ηe pe

T vs ηe, pe
T vs =ET , pe

T vs Δϕej

Layers batch normalization layer
dense layer: 1024
dense layer: 256

Layer settings hidden layer activation ¼ relu
output layer activation ¼ softmax

Compilation loss ¼ categorical crossentropy
optimizer ¼ adam

metric ¼ accuracy

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. One-jet 2D histograms formed from variable pairs determined according to Scheme 3 for samples of mass 4.5 TeV and
ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV. (a) pe

T vs ηe (b) pe
T vs =ET (c) pe

T vs Δϕej.
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best performance. We refer some more technical details of
FNNh training to the Appendix. For the one-jet samples,
we further investigate the importance of individual kin-
ematic observable pairs.

A. Zero-jet results

Since we only make use of electron information of the
zero-jet samples, ignoring the jet information, the analysis
in this section will determine how well the visible electron

TABLE III. Zero-jet and one-jet FNNi structure specifications.

Zero jet One jet

Input pe
T; η

e;ϕe pe
T; η

e; pj
T; η

j

=ET;Δϕej;Δϕe=ET
;Δϕj=ET

Layers batch normalization layer
dense layer: 256a

dense layer: 256

Layer settings hidden layer activation ¼ relu
output layer activation ¼ softmax

Compilation loss ¼ categorical crossentropy
optimizer ¼ adam [47]
metric ¼ accuracy

aThis means that there are 256 nodes in the dense layer.

TABLE IV. Zero-jet and one-jet FNNh structure specifications.

Zero jet One jet

Input Flattened 60 × 60 images
pe
T vs ηe pe

T vs ηe, pe
T vs =ET , pe

T vs Δϕej

Layers batch normalization layer
dense layer: 1024
dense layer: 256

Layer settings hidden layer activation ¼ relu
output layer activation ¼ softmax

Compilation loss ¼ categorical crossentropy
optimizer ¼ adam

metric ¼ accuracy

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. One-jet 2D histograms formed from variable pairs determined according to Scheme 3 for samples of mass 4.5 TeV and
ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV. (a) pe

T vs ηe (b) pe
T vs =ET (c) pe

T vs Δϕej.
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0-JET RESULT
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• AUC as a function of S/B for 0-jet 
samples.

• Grey: not reach 5  even for HL-LHC; 
Red: excluded by current ATLAS data.

• FNNh is slightly better than CNN, 
while FNNi is further worse.

• For all three NN models, CH has best 
performance, VA is slightly better than 
SC.

• Performance generally improves with 
S/B.

σ

cases separately: VAvs non-VA, CH vs non-CH, and SC vs
non-SC. Note that these mirror the one-against-all strategy,
allowing comparisons with the earlier AUC/ACC results.
For the VA vs non-VA case at a fixed S=B, we assume
that the VA hypothesis is true and use the VA score as the
test statistic to constrain the non-VA hypothesis. We take
the median value for the VA hypothesis and use it to
determine the median expected p-value for the non-VA
hypothesis, pmed, which then gives a median expected

exclusion for the alternative hypothesis at a confidence
level of C:L: ¼ 1 − pmed. The modification for the other
two cases requires swapping the assumed true and alter-
native hypotheses. We plot these C.L.’s against the S=B
values for both 4.5 and 6 TeV resonances in Fig. 9. These
C.L.’s are correlated but not directly related to our AUC
and ACC metrics, since the latter are derived with varying
thresholds. For example, one can see that the C.L.’s are
higher (lower) than the AUCs for the 4.5 (6) TeV mass and

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 5. AUC as a function of the S=B ratio for zero-jet samples. The left column is for a 4.5 TeV resonance with ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV,
while the right column is for a 6 TeV resonance with ΓNP ≈ 300 GeV. The first row uses CNN, the second row FNNh, and the third row
FNNi. The AUCs for the NNs to identify VA against non-VA are shown in red, CH against non-CH in green, and SC against non-SC in
blue. The shaded regions denote S=B values where HL-LHC will not achieve a 5σ excess (gray) and the ATLAS constraint [8] is violated
(red). The same color scheme applies to all of the subsequent figures.
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0-JET RESULT
• ACC (classwise true positive rate) as a function of S/B for 

0-jet samples in FNNh.
• Compared to AUC which is evaluated using a sliding 

threshold, the ACC is more sensitive to model biases.
• Cross validation (CV) helps to stabilize the classwise 

accuracies and does not significantly alter the average 
ACC (global true positive rate). 
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that a C.L. value may correspond to very different corre-
sponding AUC values. For both 4.5 and 6 TeV resonances,
all of the alternative classes can be excluded at a
C:L: > 80% in the S=B region of our interest, with the
CH class always surpassing the other two, as expected from
the previous AUC/ACC results. In particular, only the non-
CH class can be excluded at > 95% C.L. in the allowed
S=B range.

B. One-jet results

In this section, we include the information of the leading
jet in addition to the visible lepton and show how such
additional information helps to compensate for the lower
event statistics. We will only present the result using
Scheme 3 for 4.5 TeV resonances with ΓNP ≈ 200 GeV
and 6 TeV resonances with ΓNP ≈ 300 GeV for the reasons

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. FNNh training outcomes for zero-jet samples of a 4.5 TeV resonance with ΓNP ≈ (a) 500 and (b) 50 GeV, using the same color
scheme as in Fig. 5.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 7. Zero-jet ACCs for samples of (a) 4.5 TeV and (c) 6 TeV resonances using FNNh without CV, and (b) 4.5 TeV and (d) 6 TeV
resonances with the tenfold CV applied. Color scheme is the same as in Fig. 5.
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1-JET RESULT
• FNNh significantly outperforms CNN 

and FNNi.
• FNNh for 1-jet is better than for 0-jet, 

while CNN and FNNi have the opposite 
behavior.
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FNNh on single pair histograms for 4.5 TeV resonances.
The FNNh training outcomes for the most powerful
individual histograms mentioned in all four one-jet
schemes are shown in Fig. 13. We dropped the results
of pj

T vs ηj, Δϕej vs Δϕe=ET
, and Δϕe=ET

vs Δϕj=ET
here as

they barely have any distinguishing power. Clearly, pe
T vs

ηe plays the most important role in the class discrimination.
This is physically understandable as we expect the angular
and coupling information of the leptonic decay to be

preserved mostly in the charged lepton, which is a direct
decay product of the new charged bosons, rather than in j.
Following pe

T vs ηe are ηe vs ηj, pe
T vs =ET , and pe

T vs Δϕej,
with the first two being best at identifying the CH class and
the latter two at identifying the SC class. Compared to
Fig. 10, we see that combining different channels does lead
to a better overall performance, thus demonstrating that the
multidimensional FNNh can successfully utilize the addi-
tional information in these channels.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 10. Training outcomes of 4.5 TeV resonances using one-jet samples in Scheme 3 for (a) CNN, (c) FNNh, and (e) FNNi, and
training outcomes of 6 TeV resonances using one-jet samples in Scheme 3 for (b) CNN, (d) FNNh, and (f) FNNi. Color scheme is the
same as in Fig. 5.
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1-JET RESULT
• Again, cross validation helps stabilizing the FNNh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• AUC of FNNh after 10-fold CV:

40

Finally, we also analyze the C.L. at which the FNNh can
rule out alternative hypotheses. We plot these C.L.’s against
the S=B values for both 4.5 and 6 TeV resonances in
Fig. 14. For 6 TeV resonances, all of the alternative classes
can again be excluded at a C.L. ≳80% in the S=B region
of our interest, while for 4 TeV resonances they can
reach C.L.’s of over 95%. Both of these are better than

their zero-jet counterparts, providing us with yet another
metric to highlight the improvement.

VI. COMPARISON WITH BAYESIAN
HYPOTHESIS TEST

Finally, to give context for our NN approach, we
compare the zero- and one-jet FNNh 4.5 TeV resonance

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 11. One-jet (a) 4.5 and (c) 6 TeV resonances FNNh Scheme 3 ACCs without CV, and (b) 4.5 and (d) 6 TeV resonances with the
tenfold CV applied. Color scheme is the same as in Fig. 5.

(a) (b)

FIG. 12. One-jet AUCs for samples of (a) 4.5 and (b) 6 TeV resonances using FNNh in Scheme 3 with the tenfold CVapplied. Color
scheme is the same as in Fig. 5.
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SUMMARY
• We show the power of modern machine learning techniques in 

collider physics by way of examples.
• We have built better taggers for  

(a) boosted W/Z bosons through their hadronic decays, and  
(b) the Drell-Yan processes through new charged bosons.

• For (a), CNN-based NN outperforms traditional cut-based or BDT 
analyses, and the charge channel is crucial in distinguishing  
and .

• For (b), FNN-based NN on 2D histograms outperforms CNN.  
From 1-jet analysis, we see the power of NN for analyses with 
higher-dimensional kinematic variables. 

• Modern machine learning is seen to have great potential in 
improving our abilities and efficiencies in analyzing data.

W+

W−
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Backup Slides
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EXISTING JET CLASSIFIERS
• Jet flavor (light or heavy origin) tagging  

• Top tagging  
 
 
 

• Quark/gluon tagging  
 

• Boosted Z-jet tagging (from QCD-jets) 

• Boosted W-jet tagging (from QCD-jets)
43
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